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he used to climb that tree and spend ages playing on it. We

realised that the tree had to be taken care of as it was a historic

landmark in our neighbourhood.

Whenever we have some free-time on our hands we go to

the tree-house to relax and have fun. At Christmas, we

decorate the tree with colourful lights  and Christmas

decorations. In Summer we take care of it by watering it when

the weather is very hot and dry. We are lucky it is an Evergreen

tree because in Winter the tree-house would be very cold and

lonely without the bright green leaves surrounding it.

We are proud of the tree and our tree-house. Once a year

we organise a little party to celebrate the tree’s birthday. I

would like to give out this message to everyone: Take care of

old trees because every leaf is full of history and knowledge.
(Composition taken from a past ENGLISH Junior Lyceum Entrance Examination Paper into Form 1.)


